
I once lived and worked for a couple of months in a Jewish community, a Jewish

American summer camp for children. It was quite hard work every day,

especially in the hot and humid Florida summer. It was of some relief when the

Sabbath day came round. It began with a lakeside service on the Friday

evening, where everyone was in a bouncy mood and dressed in their best.

Then followed the peace and rest of Saturday until sunset, after which some of

us non-Jews went out to Mass at the nearby Roman Catholic church, then

enjoyed some refreshment and fellowship at a local bar afterwards. Sunday

was a normal working day at the camp, but it was my weekly day off, which all

made for a pleasant restful weekend.

Shabbat, the Sabbath day, was free of normal camp activities. It was for rest

and recreation. Games were played, books were read. Most of the kids were

from rich families and some had their own portable TVs which they could

watch, or they could play or listen to music, as long as they did not disturb

anyone’s peace. Some would not turn on an electrical device at all. Apart from

the evening and morning worship and perhaps a discussion group if you

wanted to attend, you didn’t do anything you didn’t need to do that day or go

anywhere that required you to drive a car. Was any of this an infringement of

liberty? Quite the opposite, in fact. It freed you up, at least potentially, to

focus on the important part of life that often gets neglected. This was

something like the Jewish Sabbath as it was meant to be, as it is I think for most

Jews today, and we Christians would do well to follow its best principles and

purposes on our own Sabbath day, Sunday.

The Sabbath was as important to Jesus as for any devout Jew. It provided an

opportunity for a people that once endured slavery to celebrate and enjoy

their freedom as a God-given human right. And as Jesus said elsewhere, the

Sabbath was made for human beings, not human beings for the Sabbath.

But the fearful, controlling religious elites of Jesus’ time used the revered

Jewish Law, including the Sabbath law, to control people, to limit their

freedoms. The rules were everything to them, and anyone who violated them

had to endure the prescribed punishment, lest, at was thought, the wrath of

God should fall on the whole community. But such a mentality never enhanced

life, never created love, never inspired joy, or promoted peace and well-being.



Jesus confronted this life-extinguishing religious framework head on. It is all

there in today’s Gospel reading. Jesus is in the synagogue, the place of

worship. There is a long-term disabled woman present. We are told that Jesus

saw her in front of him and called her to him. We are told that she was

possessed by a spirit, which in those times was the typical explanation for all

kinds of disease and infirmity. The woman would have been regarded by the

religious leaders as unclean, a sinner whose sickness was no doubt the

consequence of her sin. Her sense of self-worth would have been minimal; she

would probably have seen herself as divinely judged. But Jesus saw her

differently. He treats her with compassion, and horror of horrors for his critics,

he actually touches her – woman, unclean, possessed, contaminated, sinner!

He calls her ‘daughter,’ a term indicating a human relationship of intimacy and

belonging, and he gives her even greater honour by calling her a ‘daughter of

Abraham,’ not only enhancing her humanity but her dignity and worth as a Jew.

By his touch and his words, Jesus heals her, sets her free. He restores her,

reconnects her to the God whom she and others thought had punished,

confined, and excluded her.

Jesus breaks another, even greater taboo in the eyes of the religious

authorities. He does this liberating, life-enhancing work on Shabbat. The

system would have held that as the woman’s condition was not

life-threatening, she did not need to be healed on that day, as the leader of the

synagogue protested. But Jesus has a straightforward and humanitarian

response. If on the Sabbath one can do good and prevent suffering from

continuing a single day longer, why should that act of goodness be postponed?

Is justice or goodness that is postponed ever really just or good? Jesus’ logic in

front of country people who had to feed and water their livestock on the

Sabbath just as on any other day were delighted by his answer and the healing

that he worked. The religious leaders were put to shame. They were no doubt

confused and in turmoil because he was clearly right. But their authority and

their normal presumed access to the divine blessings was called into question.

The call of Jesus to follow him is a journey which includes breaking down any

barrier that confines and limits humanity of its God-given freedom and

potential. A misguided view of God and of religion is destructive to the human

spirit. God is not a discriminating, controlling heavenly judge trying to catch



people out but rather a life force ever expanding inside of humanity until that

humanity becomes free. It includes freedom from rules that create barriers,

that discriminate against, confine, and exclude people. That is the God

revealed in the life and message of Jesus.

Through the ages, sadly, some Christians and churches have preferred to follow

the way of those religious elites of Jesus’ time. They have somehow missed the

liberating, life-enhancing message of the gospel. Jesus calls us to be whole and

free, and transformed, invitational in our mission and inclusive in our attitude

and treatment towards everyone. The 20th century Christian martyr, Dietrich

Bonhoeffer said that to be a Christian is not to be a religious human being. It is

to be a whole human being. Jesus is the supreme image of that wholeness in

whose humanity, compassion, freedom, and in his indiscriminate, self-giving

generosity and love, we can see the definitive expression of the living God. It is

an image not just for us to admire but, by the grace of God, to imitate in our

own lives.


